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Chorus 
This is the movement 

We are the truth 
Unique production 

Time to raise the roof 
So give us the ladder 
The goal is motivate 
Overcoming barriers 

Positively changing fate

Verse 1 
The can, want, supposed to and will to win 

Is like get me a ladder man it’s time to begin 
So what are the barriers that make us give in? 

So we can recognise the pain and take the hit to the chin 
Call me your coach with a sick instrumental 

To climb the walls that prevent you in reaching your potential 
The goal is essential for you to figure out a plan 

But what you actually want is not easy to understand 
So follow step by step it all starts with positivity 

You gotta believe we’ve all got the ability 
At all costs eradicate negative thoughts 

Use the same psychology they’re using in sports 
E.g. Mohammed Ali recite rhymes that free the mind 

And float like a butterfly and sting like a bee 
The Ali design so belief over pride 

Like if you dream of beating me you better wake up and apologize

Verse 2 
Simple rhymes to free the mind and release the pain

Involves focusing on goals to see positive gains 
It’s like imagine sleeping on your talent ‘cause you’re scared of the boos 

The rap counter act for that is if you snooze you loose 
It’s up to you to choose Yoda opened my eyes 

Saying ‘do or do not, there is no try’ 
You can’t get truer than that take affirmative action 
To get over the wall create an alternative, passion 

Satisfaction is an almost impossible goal 
But if you’re not prepared to climb the ladder you will never know 

So lets hit the psychological gym we’re not slackers 
And train the brain to work out every ounce of grey matter 

So we can understand the patterns of thought so we can gather 
Enough information to calculate the size of the ladder 

Put it up to the side of the wall and start moving 
We’re not gonna stop to the top ‘cause we’re not loosing

STEP 1 - The Ladder (The First Barrier)
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Chorus
Piece of my mind for peace of mind forever (repeat)

Verse 1
I’m gonna give you a piece of my mind and a load off my chest

So you can piece in your mind where your barriers rest
It helps me thinking ‘yo what’s up with world’

And collate priceless information as if wisdom’s a pearl
Reminding me how we feel we need to resort to using force

Incite anarchy and violence without a shade of remorse
But of cause Martin Luther said it best on how we love to hurt 

This culture encourages to annihilate rather than convert
Humiliate rather than win an understanding

Too easy for huffing, puffing, panting, raving and ranting
We need to smarten up whatever the topic

Politics as usual reminds me of bitching in the office
It’s not hard for you to think ‘poor me bad luck’

Listening to people who pull you down instead of building you up
People that take from you but don’t give anything back

They drain your energy and dreams but we will never crack

Verse 2
Be careful who you let in your circle

‘Cause bad people will hurt you and the rest will desert you
Ok that’s not strictly true but still easy to believe

But you’re alright to think you need people who want to see you succeed
So avoid places that breed negative behaviour

A controlled response could be your one and only saviour
Remember the last time you left your eggs in one basket 

And how it felt when it cracked and you’re back to where you started
Rebut the negativity that’s poisoned your mind
And the pain of defeat will subside within time

The good souls and hearts and they will offer their hand
Pull you out from the depths of despair ‘til you stand

On your own two the new improve you ready for action
Immune to the same mistake that just happened

Positive alternative outcome is so clever
And that’s a piece of my mind for peace of mind forever

STEP 2 - Peace of Mind
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Verse 3
The times I felt pain really made me appreciate pleasure

Dodging hell’s flames through my strength I alleviate pressure
I conform without causing a storm

Some sing a song of life like organ without chords
Cavorting with outlaws/the flawless that tout laws

The lions without jaws/future is out doors
The past? My mouths paused

The smallest section of my minds thoughts can drown yours
About force? You’re never sure who designed yours

Charmed by the words of Marley/pride of a Ghurkha army
Speed of a workers heartbeat/speech is a word tsunami

Tough question/how do you walk a path without a surface
Simple answer fly cause everything beneath is worthless

Future is written with a pen of wisdom/eyes open for that better vision
Ridden the repetition/black and white thinking

Shallow is the deepest of depths
Piece of my mind here’s a piece of my breath.
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Chorus
When shallow plague is in your system

Your conscious will not listen to your soul
Save your soul

Verse 1
Its an illness that’s sweeping right across the world
And it can affect every man, child, woman and girl

I call it shallow plague it placed in your ego
It freezes your heart and confidence ‘til ultimately you feel low

By taking your soul real slow and attracting our vanity
It plays tricks with you’re your morals and even more with your sanity

And we’ve all got it, disease turning attitude cold
The only thing we can do is keep the symptoms controlled

Negativity exposed we’ll understand how to fight it
And picking out everyday things that ain’t right so we’re reminded
Like the fame culture for busy bodies and desperate housewives

Who are paid ‘cause we need to stalk or follow unreal lives
That’s why she needs tits like a cartoon character

While sleazy Mr. Right is saying ‘let me be your manager’
So your low self esteem can be fed by the media

And you can buy loads of fancy clothes without even meaning to

Verse 2
The plague is so bad we can’t even go to he club

Without fast love and desperation fuelled by drinks in a pub
That’s why there’s so much sex in the city

‘Cause I need to get laid before my ego can feel pretty
And secret diary of a call girl is popular

Because she’s getting laid and paid without aids there’s no stopping her
So get your money man instead of rapping ‘bout diamond rings

Bad boys rock a Rolex corny people call it bling
That’s why the bad boys catching her eye by no joy

‘Cause she’s annoyed by how they act thinking if I was boy
She loves it really so shorty goes low, low, low

We need booty shaking rehab but oh no, no, no
It’s all generic why the media calls R&B singers, rappers

Stereotyping a culture calling all of us slappers
We need a cure more than ever it’s like society’s a cancer

It’s serious so we pay it more attention than banter

Outro (repeat)
Individuality according to statistics

Becoming the definition of social misfits
And these misfits are only surviving by instincts

So any shallow plague in the system needs resistance

STEP 3 - Shallow Plague
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Intro
Oh brother, the word on the street is we’ve got big issues, issues I call mental barriers, stopping you  

doing what you want to do, being who you want to be, seeing who you want to see.  
Yeah now we all got issues, we just need to admit to what they are,  

so without further a do, here’s some of mine.

Verse 1
The word on the street is (we got issues so big) (Repeat x4)

There’s no new ideas, just sequels and remakes it bores me to tears
It’s like nobody cares, no originality it’s been like this for years

But what can you do, it pays to stick to what you know, the brand over brand new
The nineties were the seventies, naughties were the eighties, so the teenies need a melody

You know how were feeling, We still got a choice
So what is the meaning, Got to use our pen and our voice

You know how were feeling, Creativity is inspiration
So what is the meaning, Turn a crisis into a celebration

You know how were feeling, Lets end the years of frustration
So what is the meaning, Time to find the lost generation

You know how were feeling, Lack of quality is provocation
So what is the meaning, Make it work without hesitation

Ok, ‘cause we got so much going for us
We are ok, So much talent that the fat cats can’t ignore us

Yes we’re ok, I’ll make a track about our mission but without a chorus
We are ok now, We’ll make our mark on the world like the best before us

Ok, And things can only get better right?
We are ok, If we get on a little run then we’ll be out of sight

Yes we’re ok, And all the disbelievers soon will surely see the light
We are ok now, ‘Cause we’re ready for a scrap, ready for a fight

Verse 2
The word on the street is (we got issues so big) (Repeat x4)

Banks get bailed out by our money, ‘cause of shameless greed and this isn’t even funny
Want a loan or a mortgage and the banks laugh, and charge you twenty five pounds for using overdraft

With super high interest on anything they loan us, put the world in to recession and still make bonus
Extra charges on all your bank statements, tricking credit out of people who simply can’t make the payments

You know how were feeling, We must protect the innocent
So what is the meaning, If it’s inside our circle of influence

You know how were feeling, Who’s the real bad guys to blame
So what is the meaning, If we blame the front line it will never change

You know how were feeling, You know the front line always take the flack
So what is the meaning, So expose the culprits so they can get the sack

You know how were feeling, ‘cause once you’ve crossed the line ain’t no turning back
So what is the meaning, So we must control how we will react

Ok, Speak your mind man, let them know that you exist
We are ok, The pen’s more powerful than any gun, sword or fist

Yes we’re ok, Together we are such a force that no one can resist
We are ok now, And if our thoughts not on their list then we must insist

Ok, Forget spending any more money than you’ve got
We are ok, Wont overspend, pretend that we can buy out the shop

Yes we’re ok, No need to beg for loans from legal criminals
We are ok now, Sending out a message either blatant or subliminal

STEP 4 - The Big Issues
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Chorus
(Victim, don’t wanna be a victim ) repeat Yo it’s gotta be a fix

Because the whole game stinks, with buddy, buddy backhanders
And hypocrite double standards

How can it not be a fix, with politics and dirty tricks
So please tell me what is going on

‘Cause someone is doing something wrong

Verse 1
I’m little bit pessimistic

About, succeeding in this business (oh)
‘Cause I think it’s realistic? (no)

Or maybe ‘cause I think they’ve fixed it (yeah)
But there’s a big difference between we want and we need

We fail because we don’t do what it takes to succeed
It’s very hard to admit but it’s true

We tell ourselves to make moves but we don’t have a clue
With what we want, like overcoming politics in the office

It might seem very simple if naïve or a novice
While men kiss a little butt, women acting like sluts

Treading over friends for a means to an end is a must
It’s tough like Mr. T. selling Snickers ‘get some nuts’
If that’s what you really want with no ifs and no buts

If it is then do it, but don’t moan if you refuse
It’s not a fix really if you only wanted to loose

Verse 2
It’s not a fix really if you only wanted to loose

Such a harsh reality and one that’s easy to refuse
In the game, politics is fixed as a disguise for rules

So you gotta play by them to win at the game, we’re not fools
But there’s a big difference between what we want and we need

We fail because we don’t do what  it takes to succeed
Is it really such a simple choice so many of us claim?

Or is the goal for us to expose and destroy the game?
And that’s what we have to decide and pretty quick

The fix is like many other barriers an illusion or a trick
We made our choices a long time ago but we’re too proud

Sometimes to say it to ourselves or even out loud
We’re not cowards but I believe that our heads are a mess

With what society and the media will rate as a success
So if we make that step then all the rest is downhill

And the light at the end of the tunnel will feel, look and sound real

Am I wrong in thinking I’m like a conscious rapper
But still talk games like we need to be cheating back stabbers

So if the aim is to win but not in that manner
Then the goal is surely to prove that manner doesn’t matter

STEP 5 - The Fix
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Chorus
(If society wants to treat us like slaves

Then don’t expect that we’ll know how to behave
It puts a wall up they say we can’t break

So when it all falls down I’m a wave
So politely, so politely

We throw a social behaviour order it’s like a carnival
And get down now like you haven’t already started to

Verse 1
 These days it seems we’re only in to shock tactics

ASBOS and how we should be afraid of a few slack kids
It’s an obvious way to try to help things

Stereotype the worst examples ‘til you think they tell it how it is
It’s just an excuse to glorify violence

And all the bad things we do ‘til the good we do stays silent
We all do it ‘cause it’s easy to entertain with negativity

The goal we’re told is money giving the possibility
I’m tired of saying how it is, rather than how it could be

Slagging off the youngens thinking how bad can good be
Ignore the same old story treat it with extinction

Thinking how wrong things are has been gone too far and already been done
Forget the good we don’t, the bad we don’t needs rewarding

With positive reinforcement, now you’re talking
So think about what you’ve done today to make yourself proud

SBO so anti messages no longer aloud

Verse 2
Behaviour doesn’t necessarily reflect our attitude

Behaviour is what we show and not why we might be in a mood
It starts from school the type of things we learn in that period

From our parents, our teachers and piers but mainly parenthood
So is having social behaviour in our control?

Or is it our lives form the shape of a dice that they roll
So we don’t know if that screw face is really anxiety

A reaction induced by pier pressure and society
So instead of blaming schools, parents and ourselves
We should highlight behaviours we actually do well

And repeat the trend, we tend not to dwell on success
So only failure can linger in the mind causing stress

Lets ignore that, move on and attitudes become social
Turn a half cup of hope from hopeless to hopeful

And the anti messages will be removed from your brain
Reprogrammed to appreciate the goals in the game

STEP 6 - Social Beahviour
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Chorus
What you really want don’t half step get a grip (repeat overlap) x4

We going all out, all out, we don’t quit
We’re going all out, no doubt we don’t quit

Verse 1
No half stepping no need to waste time

So what you really want it, please make up your mind
The result on what you want to achieve so be honest

 ‘Cause nothing in this world is certain or even promised
Get a realistic journey on how you’ll get to your goa

And you’ll realize these distant dreams will never be stole
It’s that simple, think about it, it feels great

I don’t care how old you are because it’s never too late
It’s like change your fate realize your goals journey

I didn’t really know what I wanted ‘til I was thirty
And I was doing it already now it’s time to push harder

Break barriers like Wayne or Sean Carter
To succeed don’t work hard but work smarter

So how bad do you want it, lay down your marker
It’s not the be all and end all of success but it’s a starter

Shed light on your soul if once it was darker
It’ll mean even more if your goal includes redemption

But I have to make one thing clear, pay attention

Verse 2
What you wanna loose weight, pass a test, get a better job
Impress someone out your league, be choosy be a snob?

Doesn’t matter though whatever might help you live your life
But you must except what you might have to sacrifice

And if you can’t yo, gotta re-title your goal
If you’re not willing, there’s no point in exchanging your soul

We find it difficult to put things in order of importance
If we did we would value what we’ve got a lot more than just

Something to improve, upgrade or transform
But the way we’re living lives nowadays it’s the norm

It’s a new dawn, new day, it’s gotta feel good
If you haven’t yet discovered your result you still could

What’s your motivation, it’s not just about focus
If you focus on the wrong things then the outcome is hopeless

It’s no joke plus we gotta go the distance
A slight attitude adjustment could change your whole existence

For instance I should use this track as a guide
And if I don’t reach my goal then you can say that I lied

STEP 7 - The Half Step
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Why do you have to be so cold, player play (repeat)

Chorus
It’s just a matter of time (sung x4)

It’s just a matter of time, Realizing love barriers are all in the mind
It’s just a matter of time, If we can work it out girl it’s easy to climb
It’s just a matter of time, Realizing love barriers are all in the mind

It’s just a matter of time, Trying to get over and leave the baggage behind

Verse 1
Love is love but also a barrier

We’ve all got the bug whether your sick or a carrier
If you marry a pretty girl for her double Ds

Or ladies get hitched to a man for his amount of cheese
That’s not real but still it’s hard to tell intentions

We don’t deal with emotions very well did I forget to mention
You need to pay attention to every gesture or sign

If you misinterpret them at anytime it could blow your mind
Really that scary or do we make a meal of it?

We all clearly need a hand so we can deal with it
Things like fear of rejection or even pride

And grass always looking greener from the other side
If you believe that you can trust or leave the past behind
We’ve gotta chance though if you know that love is blind
But rewind before we climb this barrier we need to test

We’re not falling for that old trick confusing love with sex
Now that chapter is done so tell me what’s next

Verse 2
Try to avoid at all costs confusing love with sex

To ever climb the love barrier with all due respect
‘Cause she’s vex because she thinks that men are all the same

And he’s mad ‘cause he can’t stand playing stupid games
They say were following animal instincts even senses

But never teach us how to handle emotional consequences
Contraception won’t protect her from the psychological implications
And can’t protect him from the knock backs and pent up frustration

Dangerous relationships from love and sex distortion
So before we take a risk we must proceed with caution

But those views so cold its just a matter of time
Til we change the way we think and we’ll be doing just fine

‘Til then take it easy on yourself and know one thing
Win or loose every move means more than a dumb fling

It’s something, so there’s no need underestimate, any mistake
You make ‘cause it could set you straight

But for now bring it back like a booty shake

STEP 8 - Just A Matter Of Time
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Verse 3
Are you calling me a criminal? I didn’t steal your heart you lost that ages ago

To the drink and the blow, stop calling my phone
Damn leave me alone and now you’re sleeping round, round like a merry go round

Dropping pieces of your heart never to be found
Don’t sound like love to me, now you’re begging for emotion to the third degree

I know that’s not the person that you wanna be
Understand the difference babe between want and need

I wish I was the person to give you what you need
But I’m not now listen, you’re the barrier I’m just a door that’s closed to love

There’s many other doors in the hallway love
Just take your time, clear your mind, it’s a matter of time
Leave the baggage behind, don’t bring it down the line

I’ve seen good girls turn bad ‘cause Mr. maybe beating on them, cheating
Baby won’t be you, it’s about learning from the drama baby do what you do

I’ll be doing me the rest is all new, brand new

Verse 4
Read us like an open book

We wanna use our eyes but we’re scared to look
Your tongue is trapped on the hook

You need to feed but not prepared to cook
(hmmm, hmmm) People and the games they play

So please bring your coat if you’re out today
Drowning in emotions like rivers

Doubt in your mind is still giving you shivers
Still giving you shivers

Giving you shivers
Why do you have to be so cold (repeat)
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Chorus
Open up your eyes (repeat)

Walk through your troubles (repeat)
It’s an illusion, so confusing, what road to choose but when we see we’re loosing think (rap repeat)

Verse 1
Open up your eyes and realize the illusion

So, so called barriers can double up as a solution
It’s useful to have the skill to turn an obstacle into advantage

So difficulties disappear before they’ve even s tarted
How’d you break out of bars you can’t see?

It’s easy ‘cause there’s nothing to break just walk free
Metaphorically speaking there’s no need for a ladder

Walk straight through the barrier with a heart as a hammer
So plan a way of getting things off our chest by writing rhymes

That are easy to remember releasing a piece of your minds
In times where any depth of thought is all staged

We’re already cure from the disease called shallow plague
If you ever feel the powers that be try to dismiss you

They can’t ignore an army of piers discussing a big issue
And if you know how to win the game is it a fix?

If your dreams are at stake I’d say it’s worth the risk

Verse 2
Sometimes you need someone to do us a favour

It’s in our face but we must recognise social behaviour
All this caution means analysis on life should get a sharp check

‘Cause how can you expect to succeed if you half step
And if you were ever looking for love then this ain’t hard to find

Understand nothing’s in our way it’s just a matter of time
And our illusion has to be exposed to embrace the truth

If you challenge the mirage believe, we need to see the proof
But fear of failure isn’t anything like pride

Correct mistake is made if you’re able look on the Brightside
Whatever the mind sees that prevents us from winning

It’s like we’ve gotta see through it and start right at the beginning
We’re forgiven for addiction slipping and victim thinking

Blame it on the alcohol believing in binge drinking
That’s why every soap in the country is focused around a pub

But the Rovers and the Vic aren’t real so when push comes to shove

STEP 9 - Illusion
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Wake up from the aftermath of dangerous thoughts
That create feelings then actions producing what we resort

To doing, whether pursuing dreams or playing it safe
Ultimately low self esteem determines how we behave
Nobody wants to loose but usually somebody has to

When it happens turn the pain of defeat to a flash new
Plan to stand up on your two feet for another try

Mental strength is a magnificent gift that doesn’t lie
Its like a special ability to be able to discover an alternative

Positive change using passion, superlative
‘Cause everyone deserves a lift we learn from mistakes

It’s how we overcome barriers, survive tough breaks
And it doesn’t even matter how much money you make

How often you get laid, how physically in shape
Or what you possess because every novelty wears off
Even a model on the arm loses its charm but fear not

Because it’s all in the mind and that fails way before the body
We regroup, rebuild our armour so even if it looks shoddy

Every set back has an emotional purpose in your life
It’s the ability to look forward as backs stabbed like a knife

But it’s not about endurance or how much pain you can take
It’s understanding you can gain from the correct mistake
Your Brightside talent can potentially change everything

‘Cause you could achieve so much but still believe that you’ll never win
On the flip side the truth is we could be heroes

And if you think we used to feel that we never had clear goals
 It’s realistic to be able to improve our statistics
If were peaceful, sharp, educated and optimistic

With no hesitation, procrastination or irrational thinking
Doesn’t happen in a day but trusting gut feelings
Works, perfectionism needs to be kept in check

If  we’re never satisfied in anything we won’t respect
Any victory and it’ll feel like you’re loosing and we’ll never learn
Turning a low in to a high is like working out feeling the burn

Self pity is dead ‘cause we don’t over focus or over plan
The mind ‘s geeing you up screaming ‘you go girl’ or ‘your the man’

Takes practise to fight temptations but push positive addictions
Monitoring forward steps, yet applying negative extinction

And this is a statement, so put it up on your wall
With a fist to your chest standing one hundred foot tall

Over the final barrier we’ve forgotten how bad that you’ve felt
Like a chef finally tasting success as victory is smelt

We’ve dealt with the set backs because we’ve made ourselves accountable
Of our own progression, no doubt in me, there’s no doubt in you

So every future problem you have is a wisdom problem
Experience results in several ways of responding

If you know how you can hack the matrix in your brain
To escape any prison or break any chain

That you your companions, family, society place you in
We’ll appreciate every achievement when the day begins
As the light shines over this day we raise our right hand

We stand across a derelict battlefield like it’s no mans land

STEP 10 - The Final Barrier and the Correct Mistake
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